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anti-semitic motifs in the ideology of hizballah and hamas - anti-semitic motifs in the ideology of
hizballah and hamas esther webman july 9, 1998 * the views expressed in this publication are solely those of
the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the international a senior hamas figure delivers a
speech replete with anti ... - and in the hamas publications, anti-semitic motifs. the most prominent in his
anti-semitic statements is mahmoud al-zahar , one of hamas’s senior leaders, who even authored an tel aviv
university stephen roth institute for the study ... - anti-semitic motifs in the ideology of hizballah and
hamas, tel aviv, 1994 . 10. antisemitism worldwide 1993-1994, tel aviv, 1994. 3. assets, particularly pre-war
deposits in swiss banks; holocaust denial; and the growth of hate propaganda of extreme right and neo-nazi
groups on the internet. the antisemitism of radical islam and the threat it posed received only scant attention
in the 1990s ... fact sheet on the elements of anti-semitic discourse - associated with anti-semitic
ideology are now primarily used in a derogatory manner to express hostility towards jews, e.g., “yid,” “hebe,”
and “kike.” iran’s quds day: ideology or interests? - besacenter - the iranian regime’s anti-zionism,
which is frequently accompanied by anti-semitic motifs, does not necessarily reflect the feelings of the iranian
people, anti-semitism, public health and genocide: from racial ... - motifs of "cleansing” the body politic
or society of filth, microbes, vermin, pests to protect public health were used by anti-semitic perpetrators of
the holocaust and by perpetrators of other genocides. ‘the zionists are our misfortune’: on the (not so)
new ... - full of age-old anti-semitic charges and motifs. the link has been forged by two ‘old’ the link has been
forged by two ‘old’ – but poorly understood and largely unacknowledged – forms of anti-semitism: the rise
and fall of nietzschean anti-semitism - whose ideology contained obvious anti-semitic tendencies.
nietzsche’s last published work on wagner, the deceptive encomium richard wagner in bayreuth ... on
judaism, christianity, anti-semitism in kafka's the castle, - increasingly anti-semitic environment. these
motifs capture the individual anxieties and the collec- these motifs capture the individual anxieties and the
collec- tive paranoia of a community threatened by the social and political transition to modernity. syrian
national identity - impact-se - it professes an ideology that is exclusionary, militaristic, narrow-minded and
authoritarian. it it does, however, encourage free thinking and ingenuity within proscribed boundaries. the
overlapping of fools? drawing the line between anti ... - is not necessarily anti-semitic; boycotting
kosher products likely is. my goal is not to deny the presence of anti-semitism in the palestine solidarity
movement, or the wave of anti-semitism that has engulfed europe over the past year. islam, an anti-semitic
and anti-christian spirit? - anti-semitic mufti of jerusalem whose ideology embodied more similarities to that
of nazi germany than to the historical islam of saladin or the ottoman turks. the academic and public
debate over the meaning of the ... - the academic and public debate over the meaning of the “new
antisemitism” roni stauber1. from the end of 2000 the number of violent incidents and acts of vandalism rose
quite steadily, scholars of antisemitism support state department definition - myth (2011) and antisemitic motifs in the ideology of hizbollah and hamas (1994); co-author of: from empathy to denial: arab
responses to the holocaust (2009)) mark weitzman -director of government affairs, simon wiesenthal center
(co author
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